To analyze the possibility of reducing the number of fractions but maintaining the full biological effect of radiotherapy by varying the dose per fraction.
Introduction
The primary goal of radiotherapy is to deliver sufficient radiation dose to destroy the clonogenic cancer cells while causing as little damage as possible to the normal cells. A contribution towards this objective is made by dividing the total therapeutic dose into fractions allowing radiation damage repair and recovery in healthy tissues and possibly reoxygenation and reassortment in tumors between consecutive treatment sessions. [1] [2] [3] The fractionation prolongs the therapy making it also a logistic issue. Most treatment regimens prescribe a constant dose per fraction throughout the treatment. In this article we look at the possibility of reducing the number of treatment fractions by replacing the constant dose per fraction schedule with an isoeffective combination of hyperfractionated and hypofractionated treatments.
Methods and results
Using the linear-quadratic (LQ) model Joiner illustrated how an incorrect dose delivered in the first few fractions can be counterbalanced by modifying the dose per fraction in the rest of the treatment to achieve the same biological effect as with the intended fractionation. 4 In a few examples he calculated that the cumulative number of fractions exceeded that of the initially prescribed treatment. Bortfeld and 
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Paganetti suspected this to always be the case 5 , but did not prove it. In this paper we analyze the number of fractions in an isoeffective treatment where we deliberately deliver different doses per fraction without any other changes to the treatment plan, i.e. we vary the absolute dose but preserve the relative dose distribution.
Joiner derived his equations assuming all the tissues received equal absorbed dose, i.e. they all lay on the 100% isodose. We start by generalizing the validity of these equations to all isodoses. Let d be the dose per fraction and let D be the total dose in a treatment that consists of n = D / d fractions. Also let the subscripts H and h denote the same quantities belonging to the hyperfractionated and hypofractionated part of the isoeffective treatment respectively, so that d H < d < d h . Further let k be the relative isodose of interest. Now we request the biologically effective dose (BED) of the constant dose per fraction treatment be equal to that of the mixed regime
BED = BED H + BED h
In the LQ model this translates to (after multiplying with α/β and relating to the k isodose)
k D (α/β + k d) = k D H (α/β + k d H ) + k D h (α/β + k d h )
Dividing the equation by k ≠ 0 and separating the terms with α/β and k we get
α/β (D -D H -D h ) = k (D H d H + D h d h -D d)
For the equation to be valid for all the values of α/β and k, the following has to hold
The above equations are the same as derived by Joiner, but now enjoy broader validity.
Next we look at the number of fractions in such a treatment
The expression on the right calls for some maneuvering and application of equations [1] and [2] 
after which we arrive to
Reminding ourselves that d H < d < d h , we clearly observe that the value in the square brackets is greater than 1. This brings us to the conclusion n H + n h > n An example of this inequality is given in Figure 1 .
Conclusions
Not only is a treatment with a constant dose per fraction the most practical and the easiest to manage among all the isoeffective schedules, it also involves the fewest fractions: any deviation from the uniform fractionation increases their number. If this also prolongs the duration of the radiation therapy, undesired consequences, such as cancer cell proliferation, may require delivery of additional dose. This, however, is beyond the scope of this paper. (n H + n h ) -n
